Electromagnetic force and torque computations for a bearingless synchronous reluctance motor present multi-input complexity due to the levitating auxiliary winding located in the machine active parts. The machine model complexity is reduced through the proper orthogonal decomposition method. For this purpose, a snapshot matrix is needed to be constructed. This paper proposes a methodology of choosing efficient snapshots for the model order reduction. The reduced model is then applied to compute the torque and electromagnetic forces on the rotor of the machine. The method presented for selecting the snapshots is shown to be more efficient than uniformly distributed snapshots and it reduces the number of finite element method evaluations needed for the construction of the reduced model.
I. INTRODUCTION

B
EARINGLESS
synchronous reluctance motors (SynRMs) integrate the active magnetic bearing with auxiliary windings in the slots of a traditional SynRMs. Due to the self-levitation principle, this type of motor is compact, robust, and suitable for high speed and special applications [1] .
In order to provide an accurate and effective control of these machines, the performance of the bearingless synchronous motors needs to be computed for different operation points and the required input-output data stored in a look-up table for further control design [2] . Although this method can be effective and accurate for standard reluctance machines, it can become problematic when auxiliary windings and eccentricity are present for levitating the rotor as it requires an important memory allocation in the microcontroller for the multi-input look-up table.
Model order reduction (MOR) with a precomputed snapshot matrix can offer a solution to reduce this online computational burden. The proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is one of the most efficient and well-known methods for reducing the order of a both linear and nonlinear systems [3] - [5] . The POD method enables a reduction in the size of the system equations. The fundamental principle of POD method is based on the projection of the system basis onto a reduced basis, which subsequently results in the order reduction of the system of equations. The system basis can be calculated using the method of snapshots [6] , which are a set of observations obtained by numerical simulation or experiments.
The accuracy of the POD model depends on the selection of the snapshot matrix. A greedy algorithm (GA) enables us to choose the snapshots with the condition that the reduced model is in a range of acceptable accuracy [7] - [9] . Reference [9] proposes three GAs to determine the minimum number of snapshots within a predefined error threshold on a global quantity of interest. In the first suggested algorithm, the convergence of the method and the relative error depend on the FE model. In the second algorithm, only the relative error depends on the FE model. The third algorithm, however, is independent of the FE model. In [10] , an adaptive strategy of selecting snapshots has been introduced while solving an MOR in time-domain analysis of a structural problem in a non-linear mechanical system. This method has certain limitations to find the high-frequency modes, where the MOR acts like a low pass filter. In [11] , the snapshots for ground water MOR are selected based on the output nature of the governing equations. The idea is to find more significant modes, which define the system more accurately. One drawback for finding snapshots based on uniform distribution of the input variables or output of the system is the dependency of the precision of the snapshots, which does not necessarily trigger the high-frequency modes.
In this paper, a novel algorithm has been introduced to efficiently find a reduced number of snapshots that excite these high-frequency modes while keeping an acceptable accuracy. As an application, we apply the POD method to reduce the order of a bearingless synchronous reluctance machine nonlinear electromagnetic model. The auxiliary winding in the bearingless motor in association with the main winding generates high spatial harmonic contents. Furthermore, the flux barriers of the rotor add to this spatial complexity. The proposed method provides snapshot points, which have enough information to excite the spatial high-frequency modes related to these phenomena. In this paper, different types of snapshot matrix from the literature have been investigated and compared with the snapshots built from the proposed algorithm to demonstrate the feasibility and effectivity of applying the proposed algorithm in this specific case.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The static electromagnetic field in the 2-D cross section of the machine is solved through the magnetic vector potential formulation [12] , [13] . The finite element assembly matrix is written as
0018-9464 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. where A is the values of the vector potential at the nodal points after discretization, S is the stiffness matrix of the finite element system, and F is the source vector. The non-linearity of this system of equations, induced by the iron constitutive law, is solved with a Newton-Raphson method.
The projection operator is a matrix composed of vectors known as POD basis. It is constructed by decomposing the snapshot matrix, which contains n different finite element solutions, into singular values. The r most energetic singular vectors are then chosen to form the reduced model. The reduced system with size of r is given by
where S r = T S and F r = T F. Although the accuracy of MOR for a non-linear system also depends on the arbitrary threshold to choose the most energetic modes, its accuracy should also be strongly related to the construction of the projection operator via the snapshot selection.
III. SNAPSHOT SELECTION METHODS
A. System-Based Snapshots
For a linear system, selecting uniformly distributed inputs (IPs) to generate the snapshots is commonly appropriate. However, when the system is non-linear, the snapshot matrix can be composed of uniformly distributed outputs (OP). However, this selection technique requires knowledge of the system. Hence, this method cannot trigger higher frequency modes, which are not within the approximated model.
B. Constrained Algorithm-Based Snapshots
The flowchart of the constrained algorithm (CA) is given in Fig. 1 .
To initialize the CA, few initial input points are required, which can be selected based on IP or OP-based methods. The relative error ε between the full FE model and the reduced model is calculated in certain predefined points from a predefined objective function. The maximum error is searched from the interpolated points locally in different zones (m) of the input variable. The output characteristics from precomputed static FE solution provide a good estimation for the total number of zones (m). If the maximum error is more than a predefined threshold ρ, the algorithm finds suitable points to add in the set of snapshots N snap .
C. Greedy Algorithm-Based Snapshots
We adapt the third GA of [9] to find the snapshots matrix. In comparison with our proposed algorithm, each snapshot is selected one at a time, and the relative error is defined between the actual MOR and the previous one.
IV. RESULTS
A. Studied Motor
The motor parameters are given in Table I . The mesh and the flux density of the motor at rated operational point are presented in Fig. 2 . The total number of elements considered for this computation is 3731.
Due to the interaction of the two-pole and four-pole winding current, uneven distribution of magnetic flux density can be seen in Fig. 2 . Also, local saturation of the iron part can be seen due to the non-linearity of iron. The torque and the electromagnetic forces on the rotor varying with the rotor angle computed by FE is shown in Fig. 3 , with the principle of virtual work according to Coulomb method [14] . The force in the y-axis and x-axis of the motor according to Fig. 2 is referred as F y and F x , respectively, in Fig. 3(b) . The input variables of interest are the main winding current rms and the rotor angular position, which describes the load angle. The auxiliary current is maintained at 1 A and its angular position with respect to the rotor d axis is set to 0°initially. The spatial harmonics can be seen in Fig. 3 due to the presence of rotor flux barriers and stator slots.
B. Comparison of Snapshots
To investigate the input-based (IP) MOR, the snapshots (N snap ) matrix is built based on uniformly distributed input points of rotor angle and main winding rms current. In this case, the rotor angle θ from [0°−45°] and main winding RMS current from [0 A 30 A] are selected at equal intervals.
For the synchronous reluctance machine, the main torque, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , is proportional to sin(2δ), where δ is the load angle. To investigate the output-based (OP) MOR, the snapshots for the rotor angle can be selected by θ = 0.5 · sin −1 (T ref ), where T ref is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. As it can be seen in Fig. 3 , the forces and torque have a strong ripple, so to excite the high-frequency modes, the selection of proper rotor angles is very critical in this kind of motor.
To initiate the CA, five rotor angles are selected based on uniform distribution of rotor angle over the range of [0°−45°]. The CA creates a spline of error to interpolate the necessary rotor angle, which addresses those highfrequency modes. The torque ripple from pre-computed static FE provides a good estimation for the precision of the cubic spline interpolation and the number of local zones m, where the maximum error ε max will be searched for locally. The value of local zones for this search is kept constant at 18. The GA and the CA are implemented with the relative error of the torque T and the forces F in the x-and y-directions, where ε is calculated by normalizing the difference between T FE and T MOR , F x,FE and F x,MOR , and F y,FE and F y,MOR, respectively. The net relative error at each computing point is calculated by 50% weightage of torque error and 25% of force error in x-and y-directions each. The force error has been added as weightage with the torque error to trigger the spatial harmonic, which is introduced by the auxiliary winding excitation. The threshold error ρ in the CA and GA is kept at 0.5.
The worst-case scenario for different snapshots-based MOR is compared, where the worst cases are assumed to be the points, which are in the middle of the selected snapshot grid being comprised of certain rotor angles and main winding currents. The GA is run with a rotor angle precision of 0.1°(in electrical degrees). The CA is also run with 0.1°of precision for rotor angle (electrical degrees) while creating the spline of error to find the set of errors in ascending order. The total number of snapshot points for each MOR is 115, 230, and 460 with five different main winding current and 23, 46, and 92 different rotor angles, respectively. The torque and forces computed from the CA-based MOR for 230 snapshots as a function of main winding rms current and rotor angle are shown in Fig. 4 .
In order to compare the expected error from the snapshot selection, the total number of snapshot is set for every snapshot selection method to the same value. The comparison of different snapshot-based MORs for 230 snapshots points is presented in Table II Comparison of number of snapshots with the accuracy of the MOR system for different types of snapshots, as discussed in Section III.
The influence of the number of snapshots on the relative error of the estimated magnetic vector potential is also investigated and the result is shown in Fig. 5 . With increasing snapshots, the accuracy has improved for all the different MORs. Here also, the CA-and GA-based snapshots have shown better accuracy than IP-and OP-based snapshots.
The main observations are categorically presented in the following.
1) IP or Input-Based Snapshot:
The main advantage is that there is no need to compute the error while building the snapshots. The main disadvantage is that it can be inaccurate and depends strongly on the precision of the input grid. 2) OP or Output-Based Snapshot: The main advantage is that there is no need to compute the error while building the snapshots. The disadvantages are that system output knowledge is needed, and it can be inaccurate. 3) GA or GA-Based Snapshot: The main advantage is a better accuracy than IP and OP-based snapshot. In addition, no prior system knowledge is required. The main disadvantage is that it requires to compute the error in each point of the input range except the points, which are already selected in the previous iterations by the algorithm. So there is a computational burden while building the snapshots. 4) CA or CA-Based Snapshot: The main advantage is better accuracy than IP and OP-based snapshot, and almost the same accuracy as GA-based snapshot. Since it calculates the error through spline interpolation from a few calculated points, less computation points for error are needed. The main disadvantage is that it requires prior knowledge of the system output. Since each error is calculated from an FEM computation, it requires slightly higher FEM computational burden. V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel algorithm, namely, the CA, for snapshot selection for the construction of reduced models. This algorithm is compared with other methods from the literature, such as the input-based, output-based, and GAbased methods. The objective function and the presented algorithm can trigger the spatial harmonic effectively, and thus can be suitable while selecting snapshots for a bearingless machine that presents more spatial complexity than a conventional machine. The selection of the local zone (m) in the error spline is very critical, where the local maximum error is searched for as it strongly depends upon the nature of the torque waveform and the electromagnetic force waveform. More investigations may be done in future while constructing the snapshots with current angle and eccentricity to identify the spatial harmonics.
